
 

A step towards Self-reliance: diversifying livelihood portfolios for 

women household 

 

“We are happy now, got some hope that our state would improve” 

- Shri Ram SHG  

 

Similipal Village. A small interior village of Pallahada in the lap of ________ forest. This village of 

Angul is disconnected from the mainstream society. But this village witnessed the power of 

collectives and people’s conviction to fight against poverty.  

On October 20, 2002 eleven women from this village came together and formed Shri Ram SHG. All 

eleven women are from poor and Schedule caste category. They opened saving account in PNB 

Kantala Branch, near to their village. Post-formation of SHG, group started observing principles of 

‘Panchsutras’ i.  

Group started with saving of Rs. 30 per month and currently they have total savings of Rs 51,480. In 

2003, they decided to start banana cultivation in a small area with 500 trees, for that they took bank 

loan of Rs 33,000. The yield was good that year and they got very good results. Now their income is 

rising by Rs 7000 per annum for each member. Other people in the village also witnessed the 

success and started emulating similar practice. Gradually SHG got associated with federations. By 

the year 2013, SHG joined CLF and GPLF by 2013. This fuelled their confidence and they leveraged 

these financial sources to explore other livelihood options. Thus, With the hard work and gathering 

support and strength from this practice , members decided to avail loan for other livelihood 

generation activities like Goatry , poultry, potato cultivation, vegetable cultivation etc. for this they 

took loan of Rs. 3,40, 000. Total of nine members have taken internal loans, out of which six have 

repaid completely. 

One of the member in the group shared that, “Last year we started water-melon cultivation in a 

small area and earned good benefits. Now we are planning to spread out cultivation in larger areas 

and motivating others also in the village to do so.” 

This story narrates the success story of one of the SHG groups, OLM strives to facilitate such 

institutions in crafting their own developmental agenda and is spreading smiles across the Odisha.  
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i) Panchsutra: (i) Weekly meeting, (ii) Weekly savings, (iii) Regular lending and borrowing, (iv) 

Timely repayment of loan and (v) Maintaining books of records regularly and accurately. 


